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in-I Tis the guardian spirit of masonry! These, my friends, rercourse between the Hebrews and the
inhabitants of are not pictures drawn by fancy, but by the sober penTyre and Egypt, and the
attachment of the latter to cil of truth. I can point to living instances in proof ol heiroglophic
symbols, we can readily account for the I my assertions--instances too, independent of those
acintroduclion of those principles into the last named counts of benevolence contained in the
records ol countries. The sun of masonry which arose in the the Lodges; accounts which we trust,
will be found east, soon enlightened the west; and soon the nonh j duly posted lo their credit in the
grand ledger of demand south were favoured with the benignant influence ity of its beams. We are
informed, that several hundred years before...
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Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any moment
of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV
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